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RESEARCH S1.JMMARY

This paper presents a predictive model for calculating the
maximum spot fire distance to be expected when firebrands are
thrown into the air by the burning of tree crowns either individ
ually or in small groups. Variables included in the model are
the quantity and surface/volume ratio of foliage in the burning
tree(s), the height of the tree(s), and the wind field that trans
ports the firebrands, and the firebrand burning rate. Many aspects
of the processes modeled are as yet incompletely understood and so
are only weakly represented. Improved models are needed for all
of the processes before predictions can be made with certainty,
but a step-by-step, graphical procedure is presented here for test
and evaluation in the field. No validation data are available at
present.
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INTRODUCTION

In the jargon of forest fire control a I!spot fire" is a fire set outside the
perimeter of the main fire by flying sparks or emLers (USDA Forest Service 1956). A
wildland fire is said to l>e "spotting" when it produces sparks or embers that are
carried by the wind and start new fires beyond the zone of direct ignition by the
main fire. This type of fire spread occurs with increasing frequency as fuel mois
ture content declines (table 1).

Fire spread by spotting is a chance event. When it will occur and over what
distance are at present unpredictable quantities that complicate the task of wild
fire control. And fires ignited for desirable effects under prescribed conditions
sometimes escape their intended boundaries because of spotting.

This vexing phenomenon has long challenged both the research community and
fire management practitioners. This paper presents a theoretical framework and
instructional materials for predicting the maximum spot fire distance from burning
trees. With testing and refinement, the model given here should enable researchers
and managers alike to better understand and cope with spot fires.

Problem Description

Spotting occurs over a wide range of distances, depending upon windspeed and
the type (and quantity) of fuel involved in the main fire as well as fuel moisture.
TIle severity of a potential spotting problem can be described numerically by the
maximum spot fire distance to be anticipated under the conditions in question. The
problem addressed in this paper arises under conditions of intermediate fire severity
in which spotting distances up to a mile or two miVlt be encountered. These burning
conditions represent a rough upper limit to fire severity under which prescribed
burning might be carried out. In some cases an estimate of maximum possible spot
ting distance may assist in delimiting prescription regimes. Large wildfires also
occur frequently under burning conditions that admit intermediate_range spotting.
This situation arises when fire intensity is not so high as to cause extensive
crowning or crown fire spread (Van Wagner 1977), but when the intensity is suffi
ciently higlt that the fire cannot be l'trustedH to burn only surface fuels (table 1).

Situations not considered in thi's work are those extreme cases in which spotting
may occur up to tens of miles from the main front, as in running crown fires, fires
in heavy slash or chaparral under extreme winds, and fires in which fire whirls 10ft
burning material high into the air.

The situation treated here starts with the assumption that there occurs the
occasional or sporadic "torching out 1I of individual trees or small groups of trees.
TIlese singular events provide the mechanism for the lofting of firebrands that are
then carried by the prevailing wind. While this is not the most severe case of
spread by spotting, it is a situation that often confronts planners in fire sup
pression and fire prescription work.

A method is sought that will permit prediction of the maximum spot fire dis
tance to be anticipated from burning trees, given a knowledge of the terrain, forest
cover, and windspeed, If maximum spotting distance can be predicted, the information
might be useful in prescription writing, selecting fire control line placement,
positioning of "spot chasers," and similar matters that fire managers must deal with.
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Table l.--Spotting potential related to fuel moistW'e content

(This table is based on data compiled by Hal E. Anderson, USDA Forest Service,
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, Northern Forest Fire Labora
tory, for Fire Behavior Officer training (National Interagency Fire Training
Center, Marana Air Park, Arizona).)

Fuel moisture content
Relative l/2-inch Forest
humidity* fuel stick litter
- - - - - - Percent-

>25

Relative ease of chance ignition, likelihood
of spotting, general burning conditions

Little or no ignition!

>60

45-60

40+
30-45

26-40

15-30

<15

>15

12-15

7-12

5-7

<5

>20

15-19

11-14

8-10

5-7

<5

Very little ignition;2 some spotting may occur
\dth winds above 9 milh 3

LOI. ignition hazard - campfires become
dangerous;! glowing brands cause ignition
when relative humidity <50 percent 3

Medium ignitibility - matches become
dangerous;} "easy" burning conditions 4

High ignition hazard - matches always
dangerous;} occasional crOl<ning, spotting
caused by ~usty winds; 2 "moderate" burning
conditions

Quick ignition, rapid buildup, extensive
crowning; any increase in wind causes increased
spotting, cro\<ning, loss of control;2 fire
moves up bark of trees igniting aerial fuels;
long distance spotting in pine stands;3
dangerous burning conditions 4

All sources of ignition dangerous;! aggressive
burning, spot fires occur often and spread
rapidly, extreme fire behavior probable;2
critical burning conditions 4

*Relative humidity is a surrogate for "fine" fuel moisture content.

!Gisborne (1936)
2USDA Forest Serv., Northern Region (1973)
3F1orida Div. For. (1973)
4Barrows (1951)

Approach to Solution

TIle approach used in constructing this model is to examine each phase of the
process and develop a mathematical description for it. The individual "submodels"
are based on physical principles to a large extent, but assumptions, approximations,
and inadequately supported empirical relationships are sprinkled throughout. Each
submodel provides an element of information needed to predict the maximum spot fire
distance. As better theories and data become available, the submodels can be re
vised and improved. But the framework that links each of the submodels rests on a
series of basic assumptions that form a conceptual picture of the overall process.
The process modeled is the following sequence;

A tree, or a small group of trees, lItorches out." The flame, and the buoyant
plume above it, exist for a brief period of time. This fluid flow field is capable
of lofting potential firebrands into the air. The flow structures are described by
separate, steady-state models, joined at the tip of the flame. These models assume
still ambient air for simplicity, and to ensure that a maximum height is predicted
for the firebrand partiCles.
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The flight of an inert wood cylinder in the flame/plume flow field serves to
predict the height- of a potential firebrand as a function of time. The particle is
assumed to start from the top of a tree involved in the flame at the instant the
flame is established. It travels vertically until the flame goes out and the flow
field collapses. The height achieved by the particle depends on its diameter and
density and on the flow field description.

When the particle reaches its maximum height, it is then subjected to the am
bient wind field and transported laterally as it falls. TIle burning of the particle
is accounted for by a simple empirical model that describes its falling velocity as
a function of time, The maximum spot fire distance is established by requiring that
the particle is totally consumed just as it returns to the ground. Smaller particles
would travel farther but burn out before reaching the ground; larger ones could not
travel so far.

The wind field that carries the firebrand can be modeled by a logarithmic varia
tion with height for flat terrain (fig. I), But another submodel is required to
reflect the influence of ridges and valleys on the wind field (fig, 2),

Each of the submodels is discussed more fully in the section entitled Synopsis
of Submodel Content (p. 19) and is described in appendixes A-F.
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Factors Omitted in this Approach

Before this model can be applied and tested, it is essential that the user
recognize what the model does not include. Several essential features of the spot
ting process are omitted from consideration here and no amount of adjustment of the
submode1s will allow them to be reflected in the results. These are factors that
must be incorporated by further model development. Until this is accomplished, the
user must supply the missing pieces by whatever means he can. The principal missing
elements are;

1. The likelihood of trees burning. No consideration is included here of the
probability that a tree (or group of trees) will "torch out." The type and quantity
of surface fuels, the burning conditions, overstory species, crown separation, etc.,
all influence this factor. The model presented here must be thought of as a "what
if" computation aid; the user must supply the description of the trees that are to be
considered to Durn as input to the model. Van Wagner (1977) describes conditions for
the start and spread of crown fires. When burning conditions are so severe that
crown fires are to be expected, this model would be of only marginal interest. So
Van Wagner's work can be used as a guide to conditions under which one should consi
der the chance of torching and spotting to be significant.
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2. Availabi lity of optimum firebrand material. TIlis model presumes that at
least one ideally suited firebrand particle exists in an unfettered state near the
top of a burning tree. This is consistent with the intention to estimate the maxi
mum potential spot fire distance only. Any reduction in maximum spotting distance
due to the fact that an ideal particle was not present is outside the scope of the
model presented here. The fact that a wood cylinder is used to represent the maxi
mum-range firebrand is not felt to be a source of significant distortion. This as
sumption is discussed more fully below .

. 3. The probability of spot fire ignition. In this model the maximum-range
particle is idealized as just being totally consumed at the instant it reaches the
ground. TIle fact that an extremely small spark or ember can indeed ignite forest
fuels is established by experimental data,l so this idealization does not substan
tially weaken the model. But a firebrand must come into contact with easily ig
nited dry fuel (e.g., litter, duff, rotten wood) for a spot fire to start. This
model does not deal with the chance of such contact or the probability that ignition
will occur if the contact is made. Here we present only the distance that a fire
brand can travel and still retain the possibility of starting a fire.

4. T'ne nwnber of spot fires. The probabilistic question of how many spot
fires there might be under certain conditions, or the number per unit surface area,
is not addressed here. Only when the three elements listed above are appropriately
modeled will it be possible to predict the density distribution of spot fire igni~

tions (Muraszew and Fedele 1976),

ESTIMATING MAXIMlTM SPOT FIRE DISTANCE

This section gives a step-by-step procedure for estimating maximum spot fire
distance from a tree (or group of trees) that t1torches out." The steps are numbered
to correspond with the specimen worksheet (exhibit 1, p. 8).

1. First, record the species of tree assumed to burn, the diameter at breast
height (d.b.h.) and height of the tree, and the number of trees assumed to burn
simul taneously.

These data will be needed during the completion of the worksheet, and it is im
portant that the investigator "leave some tracks" so the work can be checked or con
tinued after interruption. Be sure to cross out the incorrect or circle the correct
units of measurement when recording dimensional data. With few exceptions one is
best advised to retain one system of units for each worksheet used.

lR. A. Wilson, Jr., and A. P. Brackebusch, personal communication of unpublished
data" Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, Missoula, Mont., September 1977.
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2. Consult the guide in table 2 and select from figures 3-5 the curves to use. 2

Read from the appropriate curves the steady flame height and steady flame duration
for a single burning tree of the size and species of interest. Record these on the
worksheet. These numbers must-be revised if more than a single tree is involved in
producing the flame.

3. Consult figure 6 and record the multiplying factors for flame height and
duration. Note that the flame height multiplier is greater than unity and the dura
tion factor is less than unity, so these numbers should not be confused. Carry out
the indicated multiplications and record the results. It is not necessary to record
more than two significant figures. For example, a duration calculated to be 3.622
should be recoI'ded as 3.6; a flame height of 129.4 should be recorded as 130.

4. Divide the height of the burning tree (or the average height of the burning
group of trees) by the adjusted flame height determined in step 3. Be sure to use
the same units of measurement so the ratio will be dimensionless. Record the result
and use it to select the proper curve in figure 7. The dimensionless flame duration
derived in step 3 is used to enter figure 7; read the appropriate curve and record
the lofted firebrand height/steady flame height value. Multiply this quantity by
the adjusted steady flame height from step 3 and record the result. To this result
add one-half the tree height to obtain the initial firebrand height above ground.
This result is used in figure 8 (step 6).

5. The graphs for calculating spotting distance use the windspeed at treetop
height at the average elevation (e.g., midslope elevation for a ridge-valley system).
It is often necessary to adjust the available data on windspeed to infer this value.
First, record for reference the elevation and height above terrain at the spot the
windspeed value is known or estimated. Record also this reference windspeed, the
average elevation, and the mean treetop height in the area downwind of the firebrand
source. This mean treetop height is intended to characterize the general forest
cover of the terrain as it influences the wind field that will transport a fire
brand. If the area has broken forest cover, use half the treetop height of the
forest-covered portion.

Subtract the average terrain elevation from the elevation where the wind was
measured. Use this difference in figure 2 to estimate the ratio of windspeed at
the observation point to that at the average elevation. Record this value in the
blank space marked X on the worksheet.

Next, a correction may be needed for the height above the vegetation at which
the reference windspeed was determined. The reference windspeed should be reduced
if it was measured above the canopy top represented by the mean treetop height noted
above. If so, divide the windspeed measurement height by the mean treetop height
and obtain from figure 1 the windspeed ratio. Record this value in the blank space
marked Y.

2Figures are given for three regions: Intermountain west, north central/north
east, and south/southeast. The literature revealed no foliage weights for west/
northwest tree species. Intermountain species might serve as adequate substitutes,
such as grand fir for noble, red, and Pacific silver firs, subalpine fir for white
fir, western white pine for sugar pine and Monterey pine, and Ponderosa pine for
Jeffrey, Coulter, and Digger pine. Species that are essentially the same, such as
Ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, or lodgepole pine, should be directly substituted until
more data become available.
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If the windspeed reference height is not greater than the mean treetop height,
then this correction is not to be made using figure 1. Because no generally ac
cepted procedure is known to the author for correcting windspeed measurements upward
to treetop height, the £ollowing suggestions are offered only as interim measures
and are not based upon accepted theory or specific data. 3

Windspeed Measurement Site

Open ridgetop, 20-foot anemometer tower
Open ridgetop, hand-held anemometer
Forest opening, 20-foot anemometer tower
Forest opening, hand-held anemometer
Under canopy, hand-held anemometer

y Va~ue Suggested

1.0
.5
.5
.4
.3

Apply the corrections for elevation (X) and height above terrain (Y) by using
these factors as divisors of the reference windspeed value. Enter the adjusted
windspeed value on the worksheet. This is used in the next step.

6. Figure 8 is a nomograph allowing one to predict maximum spot -fire distance
over flat terrain with a uniform forest cover. This distance can be corrected for
the effects of terrain on the wind field, so must be computed even if the terrain is
not approximately flat. Two versions of figure 8 are given--8A for British units
of measurement and 8B for metric units. Choose the appropriate version of the
figure and proceed as follows:

a. Enter the graph on the firebrand initial height scale (from step 4), drawing
a vertical line up to the curve labeled with the treetop height recorded in step 5.

b. From the intersection point (interpolated as necessary) draw a horizontal
line into the left-hand panel, through to the curve labeled with the windspeed de
termined in step 5.

c. From the intersection point (interpolated as necessary) draw a vertical
line down to the left horizontal scale. There read off the maximum spot fire dis
tance and record on the worksheet.

The dashed lines on the figure illustrate these steps.

7. If the terrain over which the firebrand would fly has a substantial varia
tion in elevation, the flat-terrain spot distance can be corrected by the use of the
graphs in figure 9. First, determine which description best fits the location of
the firebrand source: midslope on the leeward side of a ridge (figure 9A), the
valley floor (figure 9B), midslope on the windward side of a ridge (figure 9C), or
ridgetop (figure 9D). Next, record the elevation difference from ridgetop to valley
bottom and the distance from ridgeline to valley bottom as would be shown on a map.
Divide the flat terrain spot distance from step 6 by the ridge-to-valley distance
and record the result. Use this quantity in the appropriate version of figure 9
to determine the ratio of spotting distance in sinusoidal terrain to that over flat
terrain. Multiply this number by the flat-terrain spotting distance from step 6
and record the result. This result is the maximum spot fire distance as would be
shown on a map.

3Albini, F. A. and R. G. Baughman. Estimating windspeeds for predicting wildland
fire behavior. USDA For. Servo Res. Paper INT-2ll, 12 p. Intermt. For. and Range
Exp. Stn., Ogden, Utah.
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WORKSHEET FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM SPOT FIRE DISTANCE

1. Describe tree (s) assumed to torch out.

Species_ DBH (em-in) Height (m-ft)
t (use in step 2) -t-- (use in ste~

See t able II for number of figure to use in step 2.

2. The steady flame from one burning tree.

Number simultaneous
(use in step 3, fig~

From fig (3A-4A-5A): Flame height (m-ft) . From fig (3B-4B-5B): Duration

3. From fig 6: Flame height multiplier From fig 6:

Adj usted values: steady flame height...,.".-,-__(m-ft).
(use in step 4) t

Flame duration multiplier _

Steady fl ame duration
(use in step 4, fig~

4. Tree height (step 1) .- Adjusted steady flame height (step 3) (use in fig 7)

From fig 7: Lofted firebrand height/steady flame height

Multiply by adjusted steady flame height (step 3). Result: (m-ft)

Add 1/2 tree height (recorded in step 1). Result: (m-ft) (use in step 6, fig 8)

5. Windspeed adjustments. Record for reference:

At elevation' (m-ft) at height (m-ft) windspeed is (km/h - mi /h)

Avg. elevation (m-ft) . Mean treetop height along firebrand path (m-ft)

Difference = (m-ft) (use in fig 2)
(use in fig 2 and step 6, fig 8) t

From fig 2: windspeed relative to value at same height but at avg. elevation (X)

Windspeed reference height + mean treetop height (use in fig 1 if greater than 1)

See instructions for step 5 (use of fig 1 may not be indicated)

From fig I, or by estimate, windspeed at reference height relative to treetop (Y)

Divide reference windspeed by (X) and result by (Y). Result (km/h-mi/h)
(use in fig 8) t

6. From fig 8(A-B); Maximum spot distance over flat terrain ---(km-mi)

7. Correct for terrain relief along flight path if necessary.
Firebrand source is located nearest to:

Leeward midslope valley floor windward midslope ridgetop _
Use fig no: ----gp:- ~ ---gc- 9D

Elevation difference from ridge to valley (m-ft)

Distance from ridge to valley as would be shown on map (km-mi)

Spot distance from step 6 .. ridge-to-valley distance = (use in fig 9)

From fig 9(A-B-C-D): Spot distance in sinusoidal terrain/flat terrain distance _

Multiply by maximum spot distance over flat terrain (step 6).

Result : -:-o--,..--,-------km-mi)
This is the maximum spot distance (as shown on map) estimate t

EXHIBIT 1. SPECIMEN WORKSHEET
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Table 2. --Data source list and key to figures for obtaining steady fZame height
and Ou.ration for a single burning tree

Region Tree species Data source Figures Curve
(Foliage weight)

. INTERMOUNTAIN WEST Brown 1977 3A, 3B
Douglas-fir DF
Engelmann spruce ES
Grand fir GF
Lodgepole pine LP
Ponderosa pine PP
Subalpine fir AF
Western hemlock WH
Western red cedar WRC
Western white pine WP

NORTH CENTRAL/NORTHEAST 4A, 4B
Balsam fir Baskerville 1965A BF

<D Black spruce Weetman and Harland 1964 BS
Jack pine Brown 1965 JP
Red pine (North Cent.) Brown 1965 RPC
Red pine (Northeast) Kittredge 1944 RPE
Scots Pine Ovington and Madgwick 1959 SP
White spruce Baskerville 1965B WS

SOUTH/SOUTHEAST SA, 5B
Lob lolly pine Rogerson 1964 LBP
Longleaf pine Taras and Clark 19771 LLP
Pond pine Wendell 1960 PP
Short leaf pine Loomis and others 1966 SLP
Slash pine Johansen and McNab 1977 SP

1The relationship reported by Taras and Clark requires tree height as well as diameter at
breast height. Tree height was approximated by a regression of data on shortleaf pine reported
by Clark and Taras (1976).
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EXAMPLES

Two examples are given to help familiarize the reader with computation proce
dures. From the statements of the problems one can obtain all the information neces
sary to complete the worksheets as shown. The reader is encouraged to reconstruct
the process to see how each number is used.

Example 1. A recurrent fire control problem on the Coconino National Forest
near Flagstaff, Arizona, is spotting when thickets of small Ponderosa pine torch out
under strong wind. Estimate maximum spot fire distance if a group of 20 trees, each
6 inches in diameter, torches out when the windspeed is 20 mi/h, measured at the
nearest Fire-Danger Rating station (i.e., a 20-foot tower anemometer in a clearing).
The trees that torch out are about 50 feet tall; the terrain can be considered flat
with broken cover of 50-foot trees.

This problem is shown in the completed worksheet of exhibit 2. Note that in
step 5 no windspeed correction for height above terrain was necessary, since the
20-foot tower windspeed is close to the "mean treetop height" (25 feet).

WORKSHEET FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM SPOT FIRE DISTANCE

1. Describe trees(s) assumed to torch out.

Species PnMfros/J Pbte DBH~(cm-(!i) Height SO (m-&
+ (use in step 2) + (use in step 4)t

See table II for number of figure to use in step 2.

Number simultaneous~
(use in step 3, fig 6)+

2.

3.

The steady flame from one burning tree.

From fig @4A-5A): Flame height~(m@ From

From fig 6: Flame height multiplier.3.~5". From fig 6:

Adjusted values: Steady flame height~(m-€».
(use in step 4) +

fig @-4B-5B): Duration 8.2.
Flame duration multiplier • SS

Steady flame duration~
(use in step 4, fig 7)+

4. Tree height (step 1) , Adjusted steady flame height (step 3) = ~(use in fig 7)

From fig 7: Lofted firebrand height/steady flame height ID.C,
~lultiply by adjusted steady flame height (step 3). Result: ':loa (m@

Add 1/2 tree height (recorded in step 1). Result: (" 5'0 (m-@(use in step 6, fig 8)

5. Windspeed adj ustments . Record for reference:

At elevation (m-ft) at height 20 Cm-@ "indspeed is~(km/h~
Avg. elevation (m-ft). Mean treetop height along firebrand path 2.5' .c~
Difference = (m-ft) (use in fig 2) (use in fig 2 and step 6, fig 8)+

From fig 2: "indspeed relative to value at same height but at avg. elevation 1 (X)

Windspeed reference height , mean treetop height = ~(use in fig 1 if greater than 1)

See instructions for step 5 (use of fig 1 may not be indicated) co:

From fig 1, or by estimate, "indspeed at reference height relative to treetop 1 (Y)

Divide reference "indspeed by (X) and result by (Y). Result 20 (km/h@
(use in fig 8) +

6. From fig 80B): Maximum spot distance over flat terrain__--=.--''}~Z=__(km@>

7. Correct for terrain relief along flight path if necessary.
Firebrand source is located nearest to:

FI-AT
Leeward midslope valley floor "ind"ard midslope ridgetop
Use fig no: ----gp:- ~ ---gc ~

Elevation difference from ridge to valley (m-ft)

Distance from ridge to valley as "auld be shDl'U on map (km-mi)

Spot distance from step 6 + ridge-to-valley distance = (use in fig 9)

From fig 9(A-B-C-D): Spot distance in sinusoidal terrain/flat terrain distance _

Multiply by maximum spot distance over flat terrain (step 6).

Result :-='.----:c=.c::~~2::_.__---(km9
This is the maximum spot distance (as shOl'U on map) estimate+

EXHIBIT 2. EXAMPLE 1 CO~lPLETED
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Example 2. While a wildfire is topping out on a ridge 3,000 feet above a river
valley, fire scouts note that groups of 5 to 10 large Douglas-firs are torching out
sporadically. These trees are near the ridgetop and flying embers may be borne
across the river, about one-half mile from the ridge. The trees are probably 100
feet tall, and appear to be in the 24-30 inch d.b.h. range. The fire weather fore
caster estimates the windspeed over the ridgetop to be 15-20 mi/h (presumably at
treetop height). The hillside is uniformly forested with trees averaging 75 feet
in height. As fire behavior officer, you are asked if you think a crew or two should
be dispatched to the far side of the river to extinguish spot fires. Assuming that
the humidity is low so potential spot fires can be easily ignited, what would your
answer be?

This example is shown in exhibit 3. Note that the "high end" numbers are used
in each case to get a maximum estimate of spot distance. So the trees are assumed
to be 30 inches d.b.h., and groups of 10 are assumed to burn at one time.

WORKSHEET FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM SPOT FIRE DISTANCE

1. Describe tree(s) assumed to torch out.

Species /)0'1'as- Fit' DBH 30 (cmlfn\ Heightl1J12Jm-@
+ (use in step 2) + ~e in step 4)+

See table II for number of figure to use in step 2.

Number simuItaneous~
(use in step 3, fig 6)+

(km€»

(use in fig 9)

terrain distance._~.~~~~=c-_

2. The steady flame from one burning tree.

From fig ~4A-5A): Flame height~2 Jm~ From fig @-48-5B): Duration 1/.0
3. From fi~ 6: Flame height mUltiplier 2.s-. From fig 6: Flame duration multiplier .. (.,3

Adjusted values: steady flame height 22.0 (m@. Steady flame duration:l.5"
(use in step 4) + (use in step 4, fig 7)+

4. Tree height (step 1) ... Adjusted steady flame height (step 3) • 'I:) (use in fig 7)

From fig 7: Lofted firebrand height/steady flame height 9,:l.
Mul tiply by adjusted steady flame height (step 3). Result: , ~o (me

Add 1/2 tree height (recorded in step 1). Result: 970 (m-6)(use in step 6, fig 8)

5. Windspeed adj ustments. Record for reference:

At elevation 3000 (m-@ at height~(m~ windspeed is .20 (km/h@y

Avg. elevation f 5'00 (m@. Mean treetop height along firebrand path 75" (m-@
~ (use in fig 2 and step 6, fig 8) t

Difference = 15"00 (m"1illJ (use in fig 2)

From fig 2: I<indspeed relative to value at same height but at avg. elevation l.lf (X)

Windspeed reference height ... mean treetop height = 1.0 (use in fig 1 if greater than 1)

See instructions for step 5 (use of fig 1 may not be indicated)

From fig 1, or by estimate, Idndspeed at reference height relative to treetop 1 (Y)

Divide reference I<indspeed by (X) and result by (Y). Result 11f (km/h~
(use in fig 8) + \..7

6. From fig 808): Maximum spot distance over flat terrain_--'O=::....:.-.-"fJ,~4'--__(km@)

7. Correct for terrain relief along flight path if necessary.
Firebrand source is located nearest to:

Leeward midslope valley floor__ I<indward midslope ridgetop~
Use fig no: ----gp:--- 9B --gc- ~

Elevation difference from ridge to valley 3000 (m-e

Distance from ridge to valley as I<ould be shown on map O. S
Spot distance from step 6 ... ridge-to-valley distance = 1.3
From fig 9(A-B-C~: Spot distance in sinusoidal terrain/flat

Multiply by maximum,~pot distance over flat terrain (step 6).

Resul t :-----"._0----,-_,-'---,-1----;-__ (km§)
This is the maximum spot distance (as shown on map) estimate +

EXHIBIT 3. EXAMPLE 2 COMPLETED
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SYNOPSIS OF SUBMODEL CONTENT

TIle individual submode1s of ~le prediction scheme aTe described in detail in
the series of appendixes following. This section describes how the submodel results
a::e ~itted, together and discusses some key assumptions used in developing the pre
dlctlon scneme,

~he.steady f~am~ structure submodel (appendix A) is a crude phenomenological
d~scrlp~lOn, predlctmg flame height to be proportional to the rate of fuel consump
Uon rals~d to ~he power 2/5. Using this model to describe the flame from a burning
tree requlres tilat further assumptions be made. The assumptions used here are:

1. The fue~ consumption rate is approximated as 70 percent of the dry weight
of the crown follage divided by a burning time fixed by the surface/volume ratio of
the fo1iag~. TIle factor 0.7 is an arbitrary estimate of the amount of foliage
burned durlng the 1.!steadyl/ flaming period when the entire tree crown is involved in
fire. The burning. time f~rmu1a is based ?n an empirical rule determined by Anderson
(1969). Cro:vn follage welght can be predlcted for many tree species from diameter
at breast helght (Keays 1971; Brown and others 1977).

2. The height of tne Llase of the flame is not well defined. The steady flame
model pictures the flow of combustible fuel gas through a horizontal orifice. The
height of such an equivalent fuel supply plane is clearly between the ground and the
top of the tree. 1'ilis height represents the vertical displacement of the origin of
the coordinate system in which the flame structure is described. In this presenta
tion the origin is taken to be at half the tree height.

3. mIen several trees are consumed nearly simultaneously to produce a single
large flame structure, the firebralld-lifting capability is increased. TIle flame
height increase factor is taken to be N2/ 5 , implying merely a pooling of the com
bustible gases from N burning trees. Flames from neighboring fires will merge into
a single structure when the flame heights are significantly greater ~lall the distallce
separating them (TIlOmas and others 1965). By assuming that the flames always merge,
we clearly follow the intention of analyzing the ''worst case. II The merging of the
flames results in a reduction of the dimensionZess flame duration, because the nor
malizing time is the time required for gas to pass through the flame structure. As
the flame height, zp' increases, this travel time increases as zpl/2 But the ac-

tual burning period stays constant, so the dimensionless measure of flame duration
decreases as N- 1/ 5 •

'The buoyant plume above the steady flame is modeled (appendix B) as a self
similar, radially symmetrical, turbulent buoyallt jet. The velocity alld buoyancy
flux are matched at the flame tip. The rest of the flow description is obtained
immediately by application of well-established scaling laws. So closely related
are tne flame structure and plume structure models that the flame height serves
to scale the plume geometry. The characteristic gas transit time also serves
naturally to nondimensionalize the time history of the collapse of the plume when
the fire burns out. So if the flame structure model is revised, the plume flow
model will be automatically adj usted if the flame tip gas velocity scales as zF1/2

The fireoralld burning rate model (appendix C) used in this theory is quite
similar in form to one inferred by others (Lee alld Hellmall 1970, Tarifa alld others
1965, 1967). Numerical comparisons are difficult, however, and there is a great
deal of scatter in the supporting data. This model predicts that a freely falling,
burning cylinder or plate will fall at a veloci ty (relative to the vertical com
ponent of windspeed) that declines linearly in time. This prediction, coupled with
the results from a wind field model (appendix E) that streamlines parallel the
terrain, leads to a great simplification in determining the maximum possible spot
fire distance.
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While firebrand materials other than cylindrical stem sections are obvious can
didates for analysis (Clements 1977), only minor differences in spot distance would
result unless the burning rate behavior departs substantially from that used in this
model. The height to which a particle will be lofted by the flame/plume flow (ap
pendix D) depends upon the parameter group pD/CD' where p is the particle mean mass

density, D is a linear dimension of the particle parallel to its velocity relative
to the gas flow, and CD is the particle's drag coefficient. The time history of

this same parameter group determines how far it will be borne by a given wind field.

Stemwood segments, needles, bark flakes, and seed-cone scales will behave quite
similarly in this regard and a cylinder makes a good generic representative. Twigs
with foliage attached, open whole seed cones, and clumps of moss are examples of
potential firebrands that might behave differently. But even open seed cones would
have substantially higher initial falling velocities than small-diameter stemwood
segments (Clements 1977) so would not be carried nearly so high in the flow and could
not travel as far. Moss clumps, on the other hand, could be lofted high into the air
because the mean density of a highly porous clump is very low. But the "staying
power" of a burning moss clump would be deterinined by the surface/volume ratio of
the material and it usually would be consumed before returning to the ground.

A twig with foliage attached might be able to outdistance a simple wood cylin
der, however. During the lofting phase of its flight it could have a low value of
pD/CD because of a porous overall structure. But the foliage might soon be burned
away, leaving a wood cylinder with a substantially higher value of pD than the com
posite structure had. This would allow the particle sufficient lifetime to return
to the ground before being consumed and it would start falling from a height that
it could not achieve without the added drag area. afforded by the foliage. Such a
"two stage" firebrand presents a difficult analytical challenge--one that has not
been met fully here. A cursory attempt to establish a range increase failed.

Samples of live twigs with needles attached were gathered and analyzed by the
author. Four species of tree were represented in the samples: lodgepole pine,
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and Engelmann spruce. The needle lengths, number of
needles per unit length of twig, twig diameters, needle weights, and twig weights
were determined for about 10 twig segments for each species. The weight/drag ratios
(or pD/CD) of the composite structures were calculated using average values for the

variables needed. Using these data in the particle height-vs-time formulas (appen
dix D) resulted in initial particle heights that were too great to allow the twig
to return to the ground before burning out, for all the examples tried. In other
words, no spot distance advantage was found for the composite firebrands. This
does not mean that all combinations of twig diameter, needle length, nlwber of
needles per unit of twig length, etc., would not go farther than a stern segment.
But, for the species sampled, the necessary combination was not found. No further
effort was spent on "two stage" firebrand structures.

The structure of the wind field that carries the burning brand has a powerful
influence on the distance it travels. For flight over forested flat terrain a
simple logarithmic variation of velocity with height suffices for a windspeed model.
Using the profile shown in figure 1, the path of the burning brand is readily com
puted. In this computation the logarithmic profile of windspeed with height is ex
tended below treetop height to zero velocity. A maximwn distance would be predicted
by assuming the windspeed below treetop height to be constant. At the other extreme,
one might consider the crown layer to be impenetrable by a firebrand and set the
velocity to zero. Neither extreme is realistic, but the extended logarithmic pro
file interpolates between them, so is used for convenience.
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For wind over uneven terrain--e.g., blowing across a ridge-valley system--it is
necessary to model the variation of windspeed with horizontal distance (fig. 2) and
to include the vertical wind component as well. The crude model developed in appen
dix E includes these variations, but omits some well established features of such a
wind field:

1. The variation of windspeed and direction with height commonly called the
Ekman spiral (see, e.g., Brown 1974) is not included in the model. An isobar at
constant height is used in the model as a "lid" on the flow beneath it, as done by
Fosberg and others (1976) and friction is ignored down to a thin layer close to the
surface. In this surface friction layer the logarithmic profile used in the flat
terrain model is employed, with a characteristic horizontal velocity that depends
on local terrain height.

2. The "rotor" or recirculation flow often observed on the lee side of a
ridge (Schroeder and Buck 1970) is not included in the wind model. There exist
mathematical models of windflow over terrain features that include "rotor" and
"lee wave" effects (Alaka 1960) but they are complex and demand more data than
just the terrain profile. Trial use of the simplified wind model presented here
will reveal whether or not the simplification has degraded its accuracy beyond
utility in rough terrain.

3. The friction length scale of the flow in the friction layer is treated as
a constant in this model. Its value is set to 0.1313 times the average treetop
height, based upon measured data in relatively flat terrain with a uniform forest
cover (Tanner and Pelton 1960; Marunich 1975). This may prove to be a weak point
in the velocity profile model because uniform forest cover over nonuniform terrain
with significant elevation changB is not the usual case. The user is asked to
select an "average" canopy top height when assessing maximum spotting distance,
but no guidance is given for determining the appropriate average when forest cover
and open areas must both be considered.

Determination of the trajectory of the firebrand particle carried by the model
flow fields is straightforward. Although some approximations are made in the ana
lyses, each can be justified quantitatively. It is felt that the approximations
and model uncertainties in the burning rate and wind field descriptions dominate
errors introduced in calculating the flight of the particle. The lofting phase of
the trajectory (appendix E) is treated less precisely than the transport phase
(appendix F) but in neither case should the integration of the equations of motion
introduce error as large as the uncertainties in the models on which they are based.
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APPENDIX A: FLAME STRUCTURE MODEL

In this appendix a simple phenomenological model is presented for the structure
of a large flame burning in still air. Approximate expressions are developed for
the mean length (height) of the flame, the velocity of the gas flow within the
flame, and the dynamic pressure profile. To derive these expressions a model of
such a -flame is postulated and analyzed. Although the model is obviously over
simplified and incorrect in detail, the gross relationships sought do not justify
a more elaborate model. And the transparency of the model allows one to see the
influence of various parameters (and assumptions) on the quantities SOU~lt.

1. Conceptual Model

Picture an erect right circular cone as a boundary in space. This cone marks
the region within whicll exists gaseous fuel. 4 The fuel flows into the region
axially across the circular area at the base and is consumed at the surface of the
cone as it makes contact with the air. The tip of the cone is the tip of the flame.
The cone of fuel gas is surrounded by a cylindrical sheath of varying radius within
which flOl'1 the products of combustion plus entrained ambient air. In this annular
sheath the gas flows upward 1 as does the fuel gas. Outside this sheath, ambient
air flows radially inward toward the vertical axis of the flame. The following
symbols will be used to describe the flows and boundaries discussed:

Symbols

p gas density (mass/unit volume)
r radial distance from central axis
z vertical distance from base of flame
u inward radial velocity
w upward axial velocity
~ mean mass ratio of air to fuel producing flame-product/air mix
n. entrainment velocity ratio (u/w), a constant with height by assumption
g acceleration of gravity

Subscripts

f refers to fuel gas (condition or boundary location)
a refers to ambient air (condition or boundary location)
p refers to products of reaction (plus admixed air)
o refers to conditions at the base of the flame
F refers to conditions at the tip of the flame

4Ihe gaseous fuel consists of the products of volatilization and pyrolysis of
the solid fuel being burned, plus some combustion products and some poorly mixed
air. In tllis simplified model the mixture is idealized as pure gaseous fuel.
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II . MatitematicaZ Mode 1-

Using these symbols we can write the conservation equations of the gross flame
structure. The elltrainment assumption (Thomas 1963; Thomas and others 1965; Turner
1973) is made here in the form:

u = nw (AI)

and w is assumed to be a function of z only, The conservation of mass and momentum
are readily expressed in terms of an intermediate variable, TIl, representing the
mass in a unit height of the entire flame structure, divided by If;

2 2) 2m = pp(ra ~ r f + Pfrf •

The conservation of luass relationship is then;

d
d (mw) = 2p r u.

z a a

(A2)

(A3)

The air/fuel ratio involved in forming the "product" gas (not chemical stoiciliometry)
is specified by the parameter~. Holding ~ constant leads to:

2 2
mw + ~Pfwrf = (1 + ~) (PlJrf )0' (M)

The conservation of momentum, including the effects of buoyancy and "drag" due to
air entrainment is expressed by:

(AS)

These equations are essentially the same as those used by others (Steward 1964;
Morton 1965; Nielsen and Tao 1965) in models of flame size.

Using equations (AZ) and (A4) one can derive the following useful intermediate
relationship:

wr
a

2 {Pf(~) _ l~ _ (.~)(Pf _ 1) (wr 2) .
P ~ ~JPff' ~ P f 0P P

(A6)

Here it ilas also been assl,lmed that the inner core of fuel is at constant density:

P f = (p f) o'

Using equation (A6) in equation (AS) multiplied through by w gives:

mw 2 dw - P g{mw(Pf(~) _ l) _(~)(Pf _ 1) (wr
f

2 )0} - mwg
dz - a Pf Pp ep 4> ~ P

p

In a shorthand form this can be written as

d 2
wdz(mw ) = g(amw - B(mw)o)

where a and B are constants given by:
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2
2p r uw. (AB)a a

(A9)



l+<j>P a lP a
1 (AID)a = (-)-- ---

<j> P
p

<j>P f

f3 (~{a(f _ 1). (All)
<P Pf Pp

Note that tile mass conservation and entrainment equations combined can be written as:

d
crz(mw)

1/2 2 1/2
2np r w = 2np w (wr)

a a a a

1/2{a + 12n P w ----mw
a P

a

1/2
L(mw) }
P 0a

or

(A12)

(Al3)

Multiplying (A9) through by (mw) makes the left hand side a perfect differential:

d 2 2
dz ((mw ) ) = 2gmw (canw - f3(mw) 0) . (A14)

Equations (A13) and (A14) are now further simplified by noting that, over most
of the length of the flame,

amw » f3 (mw) ,
o

(AlS)

an inequality that arises from the large ratio of air to fuel noted for natural
fires (Thomas 1963). By eliminating the second term from the righthand side of
(A13) and (A14) one arrives at 5

ml / 2 ~z(mw) - 2n((a + 1)P
a

)1/2mw

d 2 2 2
dz ((mw ) ) - 2ag(mw) .

Substi tuting the expressions:

(A16)

(AI?)

P = mw; (AlB)

into these equations gives:

5Actually, it is not necessary to make this approximation to proceed with the
analysis, but the difference resulting is minor and therefore not justifiable in
view of the level of accuracy of this model.
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(p/QI/2) ~~ = 2n ((a + l)p a)I/2 p

dQ2 _ 2-az- - 2agP

or

Dividing one equation by the other gives:

or

(AI9)

(A20)

(A21)

(A22)

(A23)

constant ~s
5

(A24)

{
5 P3 }1/5.S ag

+ IT n((a + I)Pa)I/2

II1. Flame Length

This last expression can be used directly in equation (A2l) to provide a
formula for fl arne length. Note that

dP ( )1/2{ 5 ag 3}1/5dZ = 2n (a + 1)PaS + IT 1/2 P .
n( (a + l)pJ

Evaluating the constant S at the base of the flame gives:

(A25)

(A26)

s
2 5/2

(mw ) o

3
Sag (mw) 0

- 12n ((a + l)pJI/2
(A2?)

so that (A26) can be written in terms of P normalized by its value at the flame
base, P , in the form

o

d(P/P )
o

m 1/2 3
5 ag 0 ((P)

IT n((a + 1)pJl/2 ---;;;;- Po
}

1/5

- 1)
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Now, since

( P/P ) I = P /Po z=z P 0
P

1 + <p, (A29)

the flame length formula is:

(

Pa(a + 1))1/2 fl+{cj> m 1/2 }-1/5
211 zp = 1 + l~ ag _0__(x3 - 1) dx.

mo 1 11 ( (a + 1) P f/2 w 2
a' 0

(A30)

The second term in the radical in the integrand is much larger than unity over
most of the length of the flame so that, to a level of approximation consistent with
this analysis we have:

P La + 1) 1/2

211 ( am) zp
o

(
1/2 2 1/5 l+cj>

{
12 11 Pa(a + 1)) Wo } f -3/5

- 5 1fT x dx
agm

o
1

1/2 2 1/5

{
12 11(Pa(a + 1)) Wo } 5 ( 2/5

- -5 1/2 .2 (1 + <p)
agmo

- 1). (A3l)

This result is very similar to that obtained by Steward (1964) and exhibits the
power law found by other investigators (Wohl and others 1949; Putnam and Speich
1963; Putnam 1965).

Thomas (1963) presents experimental data in dimensionless form, with which this
formula can be compared. In the notation used here, his dimensionless form can be
written as

1/2 N
zp/2(r) = KI(Pfw) /(p (2r g) )}

a 0 Loa' a,o

where K and N are empirical constants. Noting that

(A32)

equation (A3l) can be cast in the form of (A32), with the result:

2
N=S (A34)

K (A35)

The numerical value of K for natural fires is to be estimated by using appropriate
values for cj>, n, and the density ratios appearing in the parameter a. Typical
values might be (Thomas 1963)

P / p = 8/3'a p , 30; 11
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Using these values we find

K = 12.4 (A37)

which value is aoout half of that reported by Thomas (1963) for the experiments of
Putnam and Speich (1963) using city gas, adjusted for the ratio of heat content of
wood volatiles to that of methane. The exponent CN) of 2/5 is the dimensionally
correct value and is a good correlation value for the data of Putnam and Speich,
although Thomas reports better agreement wi th a variety of wood crib data using an
exponent of 0.61. Note that if one replaces the lower limit of the integral in
equation (A31) with zero--amounting to complete neglect of the fuel gas flow at the
base of the flame with respect to the flow of product gas at the tip --the
equation for tne flame length becomes

1/2}2 / 5
zp/2 (r) = 16 {CPfW) I P C2gr )- a 0 0 a a,o (A38)

using the constants given in CA36) above. This expression gives a better fit than
K = 12.4 to the experimental data given in Thomas' survey, and will be used in this
paper.

IV. Gas Ve locity and Dynamic PressuY'e

The mean gas velocity wi thin the flame can be expressed in terms of the distance
from the flame base, using the expressions developed above. Prom (A25) and (A27)
we can write Cw/w ) in terms of (PIP), since Q is wP:o 0

wlwo
(A39)

Again neglecting the smaller terms in the radical this can be approximated by:

. { 5 ag
w = IT n ((a (MO)

1he dependence of (PIP0) on z is readily obtained from (A31) by replacing zp by z

and (l+lj» by (PIP). SO doing leads to the form:
o

(a+l) 1/2 m 1/2 - liS

4n (P a ) (5 ag ( 0) )
5 mo IT nw2 P (a+l)

o a

1/2

z} (Ml)

This expression simplifies also, since we are concerned only with the upper
part of the flame, where the second term in the radical on the righthand side is
much greater than unity. Neglecting the one leads to considerable cancellation
of factors:

w ,: (agz/3)1/2.
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The value of u, from (AlO), is very nearly

u == pipp - 1 (M3)

since $ is about 30. This leads to the form:

(M4)

The only difference between this expression and the empirical equation given
in Thomas (1963), based on experimental work by Rasbash and others (1956) with
liquid fuel fires, is the numerical factor. Thomas reports a coefficient of 0.36,
or 12 percent less than the value here. The difference is no doubt due to the gross
nature of this model.

The mean density within the flame structure is needed to describe the dynamic
pressure profile. Average density (p) is readily derivable from the variables al
ready used; since by definition of average

- 2 2 2
p = mlr = mw/(wr) = P/(wr).a a a

From (AZ), (A6) , (A7), and (AlD) we have

(M5)

2
wr

a

so that

(M6)

(M 7)

This expression simplifies by referring the mean density to the value at the
tip of the flame and using the scaling la\'l for the parameter P referred to its
value at the flame tip:

(MS)

Using this form and noting that p at the flame tip is Pp' equation (A47) can be
approximated for the upper part of the flame by:

(M9)

From this form it is apparent that, over most of the upper part of the flame, the
density can be considered constant and equal to the flame tip value.

The dynamic pressure, referred to its value at the tip of the flame is quickly
derived now:

- 2

~p (:p1
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V. Formulae Used in Firebrand Lofting Analysis

TIle formulae derived above can be cast in practical form for use in the firebrand
lofting computations. Equation (A38) gives the flame height, but in terms difficult
to apply. It can be ~implified if one observes that the rate of fuel consumption
(mass per unit time, M) can be written as:

. 2
M = npf(r w) .a 0

Inserting this into (A38) and canceling out (r) gives
a 0

Assuming approximately standard atmospheric conditions

(ASl)

(AS2)

o.0 7S lb / ft
3

so

g

z =
F

1.2 kg/m
3

32 ft/s
2 = 9.8 m/s

2

(AS3)

(A54)

(ASS)

where the flame height is in feet and the fuel consumption rate is in pounds mass
per second, or

(A56)

if the units are meters and kilograms per second. Figure A-I compares predicted
flame heights, using this equation, to values observed in the burning of wood cribs.
The data were transcribed graphically from figures presented by Thomas (1963). The
agreement between the predicted heights ffild observed heights is quite satisfactory,
but application of the equation to burning trees involves extrapolation beyond the
range shown in figure A-I.

For velocity all one needs to do is express the value at height z as a function
of the flame tip value

and calculate w
F

from (A44). Here we assume that the density ratio Pa/p p is 8/3,

as before, 6 to obtain

6In other words, the flame edge is defined as the SOO C outline, about the
limi t of carbon particle visibility, and the product gas molecular weight is essen
tially that of air.
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4 2 1/2 ft/s, zF in ft. zF
w = (As8)

F
2 3 1/2 mis, zF in m.. zF

The peak dynamic pressure in the flame occurs at the flame tip in this model,
and the value would be given by qF' where

(As9)

or

10.0078 zF lbf/ft
2

, zF in ft

q = 2F in m.1. 23 zF N/m , zF

(A60)

For all practical purposes the dynamic pressure can be considered to increase
linearly with height.
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APPENDIX B: THE BUOYANT PLUME ABOVE A
STEADY FLAME

The vertical transport of a firebrand into the prevailing windstream may in
clude a period of flight in the buoyant plume flow above the flame from which it
came. 1his "lofting" phase can be approximated by an upper-limit calculation, as
discussed in the text. To perform the trajectory calculations it is necessary to
describe the fluid flow field in the buoyant plume. From the tip of the (transient)
flame upward we use here the scaling laws for a fully-developed turbulent buoyant
plume in still air.

The decay of velocity in a buoyant plume occurs through accretion of ambient
air into the flow. In still air this process is usually represented by an "en
trainment parameter" as used in appendix A, giving the ratio of inflow velocity
to vertical velocity. The entrainment parameter is of the order of 0.1, so use
of a "still air" model clearly gives an upper limit to the firebrand-lofting capa
bility of the plume. A plume in a shearing wind environment would be eroded more
rapidly with height.

TIle fact that the plume is treated as fully developed (that is, steady rather
than changing with time) is probably not as conservative as it may seem. This is
so -because prior to the "torching" of the tree or trees that produce the plume, a
substantial fire must have burned in the same place for a considerable period of
time. This fire will have established a convection plume that is then merely <;Lm

plified by the heat pulse from the burning tree crown(s).

Well-accepted analysis of a free buoyant plume (Turner 1973) provides the
scaling laws needed. The simplest applicable model is one that describe s the
self-similar flow field for constant buoyant flux. Let

b
G

w =
F

where

mean radius of plume
buoyancy = gl1 - pip )

a
mean vertical velocity

- 2buoyant flux = wb G = constant

g acceleration of gravity
p mean density in the plume

Pa ambient air density.

The scaling laws of interest are (Turner 1973)

b

-w

6
"5 nz

~(~ F)1/3 -1/3
6n 10 n z

(Bl)

(B2)

G = ~(~ nF )-1/3z-5/3
6n 10

where z is height and n is the entrainment parameter.
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Forming ratios of these variables with their values at the tip of the flame
(where z = zF) we have:

(B4)

The mass density at the tip of the flame is Pp' as in appendix A. The density pro
file is given by

whicl1 leads directly to the dynamic pressure decay law:

(B 7)

(B8)

Using the nominal density ratio

(B9)

that was used in appendix A, equation (B8) becomes

(BID)

Equation (BID) exhibits a maximum, due to the fact that the density increase
rate exceeds the velocity decrease rate in the lower part of the plume. This fea
ture assures that a firebrand particle lifted wi thin the flame should be proj ected
above the height of maximum dynamic pressure, \vhich is at about 1. ti times flame
height. The region between the flame tip and somewhere near this height can be
thought of as a transition zone between the flame and the dissipating plume above
it.

In order to express analytically the flight of a particle borne in the flame/
plume flow structure it is necessary to approximate the power-law relationships
given above by simpler forms. The "transition zone" concept is valuable in for
mulating the needed approximations. As noted in appendix A, the mean fluid density
is nearly constant in the upper half of the flame, while the velocity increases as
the square root of height. In the transition zone the density increases substan
tially while the velocity changes very little. Above the transition zone, the
density again rises slowly while the velocity gradually decays. Simplified approx
imations, based on fitting the curve forms given in this and the previous appendix,
are listed below;
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pip =
a

3/8 Z ~ zp

(3/8) (z/zp)' zp< z < 1.4 zp (Bll)

0.525

w/w =p I
(Z/Zp)1/2

1 1/2
(5.963/(4.563 + z/zp)) ,

Zp < Z < 1.4 zp

z?1.4zp '

(B12)

These simpler forms are used in the analysis of traj ectories of potential
firebrands. The density is underestimated by the approximate form and the velocity
is overestimated, but the dynamic pressure is accurately described (fig. B-1).
Overestimation of the velocity is consistent with the intent here to estimate an
upper bound for spotting distance; the misestimation takes the form of a shift up
ward (of about 2 flame heights) of the velocity-vs-height curve.
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FigUX'e B-1. --Dynamic pressure profUe in and above steady flame~ showing approximation
used in calculating firebrand lifting ability.
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APPENDIX C: FIREBRAND BURNING RATE MODEL

A firebrand burning in flight changes aerodynamic properties in at least two
ways simultaneously. It loses mass and it loses volume. Woody material is pyro
lyzed by heat supplied by combustion on the outer surface of the piece, and is even
tually reduced totally to char. The density of char is less than that of sOW1d or
partially decayed wood, so a firebrand also loses density. By losing both density
and volume, the firebrand reduces its terminal fall velocity, since that velocity
is proportional to the square root of the product of density and linear dimension
in the direction of relative wind (Tarifa and others 1965).

We are dealing with relatively small, light obj ects as firebrands here so ter
minal fall velocity is achieved in a short distance. The subsequent flight of the
object is dictated by the changes in terminal velocity over time (or distance). Thus
the simplest model one might construct to represent the burning of firebrands in
flight would be one that allowed the prediction of terminal fall velocity directly.
This fact was recognized by Tarifa and others (1967). The final product of that
investigation was a correlation of terminal velocity with a complicated variable
that is linear in time. The correlation curve is roughly bell-shaped.

TIle data reported in these earlier investigations dealt with various object
shapes (plates, cylinders, and spheres) of differing sizes and made from different
woods. These objects do not necessarily typify naturally occurring potential fire
brands, but the fact that they all yielded a similar behavior pattern encourages
the use of a lIW1iversal ll burning rate law.

Data taken at the Northern Forest Fire Laboratory7 on limbwood sections with
bark cover were used to develop the model used in this analysis. The burning rate
law is postulated from dimensional considerations and can be derived as follows.
Let

M mass of burning particle
p s mean density of particle

D dimension of particle in direction of relative wind
(= thi ckness of pI ate, di ameter of cy linder or sphere)

A cross-sectional area presented to wind by particle
U = velocity of wind over particle

P
a

density of air.

7Data reported by Muraszew and others (1975).
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The rate of mass loss is supposed to be proportional to the rate of supply of
air to tite surface (Lee and hellman 1970);

where K
l

is a dimensionless constant. Since

where C is a geometrical constant fixed by the shape of the particle, equation (Cl)
can he written as

(C3)

TIle data on limbwood sections (taule C-l) showed the fractional decrease in A
usually to 'oe much less than the fractional decrease in M over most of the life
time of ourning "Grands, 8 so to a fair approximation one might neglect the second
term on the left-hand side of (C3) and obtain

-Kp U.
a

(C4 )

Par constant windspeed, such as in the wind tunnel tests, equation (C4) can
ue integrated to give:

(CS)

where tile subscript 0 indicates the initial value of the parameter. This is the
form tilat was used to estimate a value for the constant K. A constrained linear
regression of the form

witil

y = ox (C6)

y

x

1 - (p D) 1(p D)s s a

p Ut/(p D)
a s a

(C7)

(C8)

was performed on the data from 33 tests on ovendried limbwood sections. The variable
y \'las established by using

y = 1 - (Cp M)I (p M) )1/ 2 (Cg)
s s a

since both mass and density were determined after fixed periods of burning, but
diameter was not directly measured except for a limited series of samples.

8Por cylinders in cross flow, A is tHe product of length and diameter (D).
While D changed, the lengtH was essentially constant wlless the piece fractured.
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Table C-1. - -Firebrand burning rate data. Data are for ovendr>y
Umbwood sampZes~ each initially 5 inches Zong

Species Nominal Initial values Final values Derived valuest Wind- Test
of tree diam. Mass Density Mass Density 0/0 pD/ CpO) speed time

0 0

inches g g/cc g g/cc mi/h s

pp* 1 53.36 0.610 4.16 0.240 0.445 0.175 15 360
pp 1 47.20 .520 6.47 .260 .523 .262 15 300
pp 1 44.59 .584 5.32 .220 .562 .212 15 240
pp 1 31.33 .472 9.42 .239 .771 .390 15 180
pp 1 41.33 .559 13.31 .467 .621 .519 15 120
ES 1 48.44 .706 6.99 .329 .557 .259 15 360
ES 1 50.70 .755 9.69 .340 .652 .293 15 300
ES 1 45.41 .577 18.46 .307 .874 .465 15 240
ES 1 73.05 .779 28.39 .461 .810 .480 15 180
ES 1 74.60 .777 42.01 .600 .854 .659 15 120
WL 1 29.59 .564 2.74 .132 .629 .147 15 240
WL 1 21.15 .474 3.01 .128 .726 .196 15 180
WL 1 23.00 .475 7.08 .230 .796 .387 15 120
WRC 1 51.14 .583 1. 76 .099 .449 .077 15 300
WRC 1 42.41 .511 3.00 .118 .553 .128 15 240
WRC 1 46.25 .543 9.70 .277 .641 .327 15 180
WRC 1 40.38 .550 13.28 .300 .777 .423 15 120
pp 0.5 11. 54 .536 0.76 .053 .815 .081 10 180
pp .5 14.01 .660 2.85 .143 .968 .210 10 150
pp .5 10.76 .547 2.13 .106 .010 .196 10 120
pp .5 7.74 .347 2.33 .127 .907 .260 10 90
ES .5 22.46 .786 2.16 .106 .844 .114 10 180
ES .5 23.98 .746 3.86 .153 .886 .182 10 150
ES .5 20.33 .696 2.60 .099 .949 .135 10 120
ES .5 36.83 .750 16.85 .484 .842 .543 10 90
IVL .5 18.45 .468 1.71 .102 .652 .142 10 180
WL .5 21.75 .699 5.16 .263 .794 .299 10 150
WL .5 22.81 .623 5.26 .231 .789 .293 10 120
WL .5 16.61 .485 9.01 .314 .915 .592 10 90
WRC .5 20.25 .529 1.45 .077 .700 .102 10 180
WRC .5 19.04 .529 2.51 .123 .752 .175 10 150
WRC .5 18.93 .522 3.34 .214 .656 .269 10 120
WRC .5 17.09 .585 3.09 .191 .745 .243 10 90

*pp = Ponderosa pine; ES = Engelmann spruce; WL Western larch; WRC Western
red cedar.

to/O = di ameter ratio inferred from square root of mass ratio .. density ratio;
0

pO/CPO) = density ratio times diameter ratio.
0
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Substalltial scatter was evident in the data, and two sources of such scat ter
can be identified. In some trials not all of the sample burned. When only part
of the length of the section burned, the final density and mass would be much
greater than in those cases where the whole section burned. Also, in some trials
(especially for longer bum times) the sample would bum through and pieces would
be blown away. In these cases the final mass (but not final density) would be sig
nificantly lower than in cases that had wllOle samples at the end of the run. The
records showing wilich tests suffered which defect (if any) were not available9 at
the time of this analysis, so all data were used, with the foreknowledge that the
results would include significant variation. Figure C-l illustrates the scatter
mentioned.

Although not enough data are available yet to quantify the process, the burn
ing of wood pieces under forced convection appears to proceed in three stages. In
tlle first stage, the dimensions of the piece appear to change insignificantly, if
at all, but the mass drops as the outer portions pyrolyze. In the final stage, the
piece remaining is entirely reduced to char and mass loss .proceeds from shrinkage
of tne size of the piece as it bums away by glowing combustion. Between these two
stages a transition phase exists during which a char layer is being formed and being
eroded simultaneously. Comprehensive models of this process have been attempted
by several workers (see, e.g., Kanury 1974; Kung 1971) but they are so complicated
that the level of refinement of the rest of this analysis precludes their use here.
lhe simplistic model employed here should suffice for order-of-magnitude computation.

As shown on the graph of figure C-l, the regression coefficient value obtained
was

b = K = 0.0064. (ClO)

This nwnber \'las used in deriving the maximum range formulas graphed in the text.
Revision of this number by including more experimental data can easily be reflected
in the results, as is shown in appendix F.
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Figure C-l.--Data used to establish firebrand burning rate model.

9
Records had been discarded for lack of storage space.
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APPENDIX D: LOFTING OF FIREBRANDS BY FLAME
AND BU'OYANT PLUME

In tnis appendix a model is developed for the process by which potential fire
brands are lofted into tne buoyant plume above a steady flame. The flame is, of
course, from a burning tree or group of trees, so is not truly steady, but transient.
The flame/buoyant plume structure is treated as a steady flow field but is permitted
to collapse, from the bottom upward, when the foliage of the burning tree(s) is
consumed. The potential firebrand is represented in this model as an insert cylin
der with specific gravity typical of weathered wood.

The analysis proceeds in three phases. First an approximate formula is deve
loped for the velocity of a firebrand in the vertical flow field. This formula is
then applied to derive tile height of the particle as a flIDction of time, assuming
that the flow field is truly steady. The demise of the flow field is then approxi
mated by using the steady state gas velocity versus height equations to predict the
progress of the last bit of flame product upward through the flow structure. With
the passage of this imaginary surface, the flow is presumed to be terminated as a
conerent structure, leaving any particles "overtaken" to be transported by the wind
field from the height at which they are when overtaken.

1. Velocity of an Inert Particle in a Constant Vertical Flow Field

The lifting of a potential firebrand by the flow field within and above a
burning tree can be described approximately by considering an idealization of the
process. The particle starts presumably from rest and is accelerated by aerody
namic drag upward against the pull of gravity. As will be shown belOW, particles
that have terminal fall velocities not greatly different from the fluid velocity
are accelerated rapidly (in a short distance as well as in a short time) to the
speed at which the force of gravity is just -oalanced by the drag induced by its
velocity relative to the gas. This fact leads to the useful approximation that
the particle is borne by the (yariable) flow field at SUcll a speed as to produce
the drag/gravity balance everywhere. So the first step in the model development
is to describe the acceleration of an inert particle from rest by a constant flow
field. The following variables are used in this description:

m mass of inert particle
v vertical velocity of particle
t time
p gas density

CD drag coefficient of particle

A area presented to flow by particle
w gas ve locity (verti cal)
g = acceleration of gravity.

The equation of motion can be written as

dv 1 2
m - = - pC A(w - v) - mg

dt 2 D

and put in dimensionless form by defining the following variables:

4S
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8

s*

terminal fall velocity in still fluid

gt/v
o

(w - v)/v normalized "slip velocity"
o

(02)

(03)

(04)

ds * _ 2dB - 1 - (s*) .

The slip velocity history given by integrating (05) is

(05)

(06)

when the particle starts from rest at time t = O. This equation shows that the
ultimate slip velocity, v , is approached closely within a very brief period of

o
time. For example, if v is 10 ft/sec, then in one second 8 has a value of 3.2

o
and, even if w is very much greater than v0' the slip velocity has fallen to

within 0.3 percent of its "final" value. The distance covered in that time may
be large, however, so (06) must be integrated again to define the spatial history
of the particle velocity. Denoting particle height by z, note that;

dz
dt = v = w - vas *.

In terms of dimensionless variables

(07)

z*

w*

2
gz/vo

w/va

(08)

(09)

and using (06) for s* we have

dz* = w* 1 2(w* - 1)exp(-28)
d8 - ~ (w* + 1) - (w* - l)exp (-28) .

The last term in (010) is a perfect differential, so

z* = (w* ~ 1)8 - In(0v* + 1 - (w* - 1)exp(-28))/2)

if z is zero at time t = O. Recasting (D6) in terms of the ratio of particle
velocity to ultimate particle velocity,

we can write the velocity and height equations as;

(010)

(011)

(012)

v*

z*

1 - 2/((w* + 1)exp(2e) - (w* - 1))

(w* + 1)8 + In(l - v*).
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TI1ese equations are graphed in figure 0-1 as a crossplot of z* as a ftmction of
v*. For typical firebrand particles we are interested in "terminal velocity" values,
va' of about 10 feet per second (Clements 1977). Figure 0-2 shows actual vertical

distances traveled by particles accelerated from rest in constant flow by the time
they have achieved 90 percent of their ultimate velocities. This figure shows that
particles of the type considered good candidates for firebrands achieve a "steady"
slip velocity that balances the force of gravity in a very short distance in the
flow conditions typical of the flames from burning trees (see appendixes A, B).
Thus the approximation is made:

The particle everywhere travels at the velocity which balances drag and
particle weight.

1his approximation will overestimate the firebrand-lofting capability of any
gi ven flow structure, but not by a substantial amount. For particles traveling in
spatially variable flows, this approximation greatly simplifies the analysis. 1he
variable flow field of the flame/plume structure is addressed below.
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II. Particle Trajectories in Flame/Plume FlOlJ Fields

The motion of an inert particle en trained in the flow through the upper part
of a steady flame is approximated here by the equation

(015)

where the fluid velocity, w, is a function of height, z, but v is assumed to be
o

constant. This implies that the density of the flame gas is constant. The varia
tion of the density is minor (appendix A, eq. A49) and influences va only as the

square root of density, so use of the flame-tip value is justified here. The varia
tion of w with z is adequately described by the approximation

(016)

where the subscript P denotes flame tip value.

Equation (015) is readily integrated to yield the time, t p ' required for the

particle to travel from its initial height, zo' to the flame tip:

(017)
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By using the expression for wp developed in appendix A and by expressing v 0 in

terms of the diameter of a cylinder the pertinent times and physical sizes Cffi1

be made more apparent:

where

and

B

drag coefficient = 1.2 for cylinder in cross flow lO

density of cylinder

density of ambient air

density of flame gases at flame tip.

(D18)

(Ol9)

(D20)

!lle parameter group, 2z p/Wp ' which divides the time in equation (Ol?) is the

time required for fluid to travel from the base to the tip of the flame. This time
is a characteristic scale time for the flow and is used frequently in this analysis
to normalize travel time.

Using representative values for the densities in expression (DI9)

Ps
0.3 gm/cc (19 lb/ft3)

Pa
1.2 .x 10- 3

gm/cc (0.075 lb/ft
3

)

pp/P a
3/8.

(D2l)

(D22)

(D23)

The value of B is fowd to be about 40. This value was used to construct figure
D-3. This figure shows the travel time from initial height (z ) to flame tip as

o
a fwction of D/z p ' The time becomes indefinitely large when the fluid velocity

at the initial height approaches the terminal velocity of the cylinder in the flame
gas. But for those cylinders that start at half the flame height or greater, the
travel time is generally less than 1. 5 wIess the diameter is nearly equal to the
value that will not permit the particle to be lifted by the flow.

In the lItransition zone" between the tip of the flame and the buoyant plume,
the particle's terminal velocity decreases because the fluid density increases,
but the fluid flow velocity is essentially constant:

(D24)

IOMost objects, wIess aerodynamically shaped for stable flight, \'Jill tend to
assume the orientation that maximizes drag \'Jhen in unconstrained flight. The drag
coefficient for cylinders (or flat disks) to be used here is about 1. 2.
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where

(025)

and v is the particle's terminal velocity in fluid with a density equal to that
o

at the flame tip. The travel time, tt' through the transition zone (from z zp -to z =
1.4zp) is given by the integral of (024). Expressed in dimensionless form as before

this time is:

(026)

(027)
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Figure V-D. --Approximate travel. time for wood cylinder lifted by fl.ame.
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Since

(028)

and

(029)

(030)

This expression, like equation (017), gives travel times near unity over the
pertinent range of O/zF' Figure 0-4 is a graph of equation (030).

To the travel times given in figures 0-3 and 0-4 must be added a travel time
within the plume. This last time will be a function of the height to which the
particle is lifted. Then by comparing the time it takes the particle to reach a
particular height with the time the flow structure will persist to that height we
can derive the maximum achievable height as a function of particle size.
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The flight of the particle in the buoyant plume is approximated here by

dz
dt = w - v op

where, from appendix B, the gas velocity is approximated by

w ~ wp(a/(b + z/zp))1/2

with

(031)

(032)

a = 5.963

b a - 1.4 = 4.563.

(033)

(034)

The particle terminal velocity in the plume, v , is related to that in the flame,
by op

vo '

v - a.sv
op 0

(035)

Again normalizing the particle height by the steady flame height and the time by
the characteristic gas travel time through the flame, the time, t , required for a

p
gi:ren particle to travel from the base of the plume (1. 4z

F
) to the height z can be

wrl tten as

TIle result of the indicated integration in (036) can be expressed conveniently in
terms of the variable r, where

(036)

r = 1/2
((b + z/zF)/a) . (D37)

In terms of r, equation (D36) gives

{ (
1 - a.sv wF )

a 3 ln l _ O.sr~ /w
F(0. 8:;) 0

2

- (o.s::)(r - 1) - }(a.s::) (r
2

(03S)

Again, using (01S) witH a value of 40 for B, this formula can be used to calculate
particle travel time in the plume. By combining the times given by equations (D38),
(D30) , and (017) one obtains the total travel time from initial particle height,
zo' to the IIfinal" height, z.
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The contribution to this total time from the variation in initial particle
height (figure D-3) complicates the calculation and presentation of the total time
of travel. The refinement of a continuously variable initial height is clearly
not warranted by the precision of the models presented here, either. So as a
compromise between unwarranted generality and oversimplification, four representa
tive values of zo/zF were chosen for display and further computation. Because the

ini tial ileight of a firebrand particle would be no greater than the height of a
tree contributing to the flame and because it has been assumed that the base of
the -flame is at one-half the tree height, the following representative values
were chosen;

Tree Height/Flame Height (Range) :::;0.5 .5-l.0 l.0-l.5 2:1.5

Particle Initial Height/Flame
Height (Range) :::; 0.25 .25-.5 .5-.75 2:.75

Nominal Value of z/zF 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

These values probably typify the range of conditions to be encountered when single
trees or groups of trees "torch out."

Using the nominal values for zo/zF in the tabulation above, figures D-5

through D-8 were constructed by adding the travel times from equations (017),
(030), and (038). Because the phase of travel from initial height to flame
tip is a strong function of particle diameter for small values of zo/zF (i. e. ,

for tall flames) the "resolution" in terms of D/z
F

varies from one figure to
another.

These figures provide the basis for a graphical solution of the firebrand
lifting problem. The trajectories described by these four figures require that
the gas flow exist over the height and time span indicated. So where the line
describing the trajectory of the last bit of flame gas crosses one of the par
ticle trajectories, it marks the maximum height achievable by a particle of the
size associated with the intersected trajectory. TIle time required for the col
lapse of the flame/plume structure, in dimensionless units, is readily available
from the equations already presented (D17, D30, and D38). One merely takes the
limiting forms of these equations when the particle diameter approaches zero.
Doing so gives the following results;

Time to travel from flame base (z = 0) to flame tip t
l

(eq. D17)
0

G;( , v
( 1 - v/wF ))t

l lim (1 ~ In l. (039)
v -+ 0 w

F (z /z )1/2 - v /w
0 o F 0 F

Z -+ 0
0

Time to travel through "transition zone" t
2

(eq. 030)

{
0 1/2( 0 1/2 ( 0 1/2)~

lim 0.2 + B(-)" 1 + B(-) In 1 + 1/(1 - B(-) )
o -+ 0 zF zF zF
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Time to travel from plume base to height Z = t
3

, For this expression it is

simpler to approach the limit in equation (036) before integrating:

. 1 iZ/ ZF ( a 1/2llm - (--)
O 2 b + x

v-+
o a-b

_ aJt(b + Z/ZF)3/2 }
t 3 - 3~ a-I.

-1
v ) jZ/Z 1/20, 8~ dx = 1:.. F(~) dx
wF 2 a

a-b

(041)

(042)

The total time for which the flow structure exists to height z, then is given
by t

T
, where

(043)

and t is tile period of steady burning of the tree crown(s) normalized by the
o

characteristic time 2z F/wF , Equation (043) is plottedll in figure 0-9 on the same

scale as figures D-5 titrough 0-8, using various values for t. By overlaying
o

figures D-5 through 0-8 on this graph, one can derive the maximum particle height
as a function of particle size and steady flame duration, t .

o

Alternatively, one may insert the values of t
T

and z/zF obtained from the

particle trajectory figures into equation (D43) and derive the required flame dura
tion, t. Using intermediate values not necessarily displayed in figures D-5

o
tluough D-8, figures D-IO through D-13 were derived in this way. Tilese figures
permit the final step in the long procedure outlined here--fixing the maximum
height of viable firebrands,

Overlaid on these figures is the dashed line relatlng the initial diameter of
a wood particle and the maximum height through which it may fall and yet be burning
(glowing) on impact. This relationship, based on the wind model presented in
appendix E and traj ectory analysis described in appendix F, is:

5
max ( Z ) = O. 39 x 10 O. (044)

TIle initial particle height must be added to the height increment gained in the
flame and plume, so the dashed line must intercept the solid lines at the points
where

(D45)

The final result, a plot of the maximum viable particle height versus flame duration
for the four initial heights, is given as figure 7 in the text.

lIThe plot is readily extended aelow z/zF
Z < zF is a square root,
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Figure D-5.--Total travel time for wood
cylinder lifted by flame into buoyant
plume. Initial particle height
0.2 x steady flame height.
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16 SPECIFI CGRAVITY = 0.3
DRAG COEFFICIENT = 1.2 Figure D-7. --Tota l trave l time for wood

cylinder lifted by flame into buoyant
14 plume. Initial particle height

0.6 x steady flame height.
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Figure D-9.--Total gas flow persistence
time for buoyant plume above flame.
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APPENDIX E: A CRUDE MODEL FOR SURFACE WIND
OVER ROUGH TERRAIN

In order to calculate the distance that a firebrand might be carried by the
wind, it is necessary to descriue the wind field in detail. Such a description is
clearly beyond the state of the art of meteorology when the problem is stated in
general terms. That is, the details of the wind velocity pattern over rough terrain
for arbitrary atmospheric conditions are not predictable at the present time. But
since we arc concerned only with making rather crude "limiting" calculations, it
is sufficient for the purpose at hand to describe the general features of the flow
field in some typical situations. TIle crude model should reflect the influence of
tile terrain and tlie roughness of the surface cover on the windspeed, but it is not
necessary that the model -De forecastable or even relatable to atmospheric transport
processes. It need only be descriptive, and correct in the sense and approximate
magnitude of factors that influence the wind pattern.

Two idealized situations are used here to typify the spotting problem:

1. TIle terrain can be considered to be flat in the direction of the prevailing
wind.

2. The wind blows directly across a "smooth" ridge/valley profile that repre
sents the major terrain relief in the area of concern.

These two situations obviously do not e~laust the possibilities, but until
the entire spot fire model is validated to some degree in these easily described
situations there seems little point to complicating the picture further.

TIle first case is intended to represent not only genuinely flat or gentle
terrain, but airflow up or down drainages. TIle second case is intended to repre
sent a typical fire control problem--spotting over a ridgetop or valley floor fuel
break.

For the "flat terrain" case we shall use only a horizontal wind component.
The windspeed near the surface, above the canopy of a forested area, is well de
scribed by a logarithmic profile (Sutton 1953; Marunich 1975) :

where

(El)

u
z

zo

horizontal windspeed (short term average)
height above ground
"roughness length," a linear scale associated with the

turbulent transport of shear stress
"friction velocity," a characteristic windspeed
von Karman's constant, usually reckoned at 0.4.

Data presented by Marunich (1975) and Tanner and Pelton (1960) indicate that
the roughness length is related to tree height for wind over a lll1iform-height
forest canopy. These data provide the following values:

z
o

where H

o.13l3H

0. 16U lz=l.6H

tree height.
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Other surface covers give rise to other (smaller) friction lengths (Sutton 1953).

Referring velocities to the value just at treetop height, UH' gives

U = U
H

ln(z/O.13l3H)/ln(1/0.13l3) = 0.493U
H

ln(z/0.13l3H). (E4)

This is the form used in the calculation of firebrand transport presented in the
text.

For the second case, the matter is not so simple. In this case the velocity of
the wind in the vertical direction (W) must be taken into accoilllt, as well as the
variation of windspeed with height lZ) and horizontal distance (X). It has often
been noted that windspeed is- greater at ridgetops than at mids lope, and greater
there than on the valley floor (Sutton 1953). The modeling of these variations
has met with little success (Brown 1974) and is the subject of current research
mld development effort (Fosberg and others 1976; Ryan 1977).

Here we wish to capture only the gross features of such variations in a simple
form. To do this we posit an oversimplified physical picture of the flow field
over the rough terrain. The physical assumptions of this model are:

1. There exists an inviscid flow field trapped between an isobar at (constant)
height zG and a friction-dominated surface layer of height zFR (X) .

2. The flow fields in ooth the inviscid upper layer and the friction layer
are two-dimensional. TIlat is, velocity exists in the X direction (U) and the z
direction (W) only.

3. The friction layer bOillldary, zFR(X), is a streamline below which the

horizontal velocity is logarithmic in z with a constmlt roughness length, z .
oNo stability correction is applied.

4. TIle flow satisfies the incompressible continuity equation everywhere and
air density variations are neglected.

5. Horizontal velocity is independent of height in the inviscid layer. In
crude form, then, this model mimics some major features of Fosberg's (1976) model.
In the model presented by Fosberg it is suggested that the "lid" height, zG'

should be taken to be 1.5 to 2.0 km above the mean height of the terrain. For the
purpose of presenting numerical results in this paper we take zG to be 6,000 ft
(about 1.8 km) aDove the mean terrain height.

The flow field resulting from the above assumptions can be derived in a
straightforward way. First, in the inviscid upper layer we have:

(E5)

From the continuity equation

(E6)
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this implies a vertical velocity distribution

(E7)

The arbitrary function f(X) is determined by matching the upper boundary condition
tilat zG is constant, a horizontal streamline:

W(X,z) [
_vG_(_z_G_-_z)-;;l dz PR =:

( z _ ) 2J dX
G zPR

(E8)

In the friction layer between the terrain surface, ZT(X) , and the streamline
zPR(X), we have

The arbitrary friction velocity allows the matching of horizontal windspeed at
the friction layer upper boundary, with the result:

(E9)

u (ElO)

Tne vertical velocity field in the friction layer is to be found by integrating
the continuity equation. The result can be abbreviated as;

W

P(X)

dZTu-
dX

dy, where (Ell)

(E12)

Equation (pll) satisfies the boundary condition at the terrain surface (z
by imposing the boundary condition at the top of the friction layer

z + z ).
To'

(E13)

we obtain an equation describing the dependence of zPR on zT' This equation is

-1

(E14)
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The dependence of zFR on zT can best be deduced by relating two intermediate
variables:

f (zFR zT)/zo (ElS)

g (zG - zFR)/zo (E16)

f
df

-g lIn y dy ~x (g l~ f).dX - (E17)
1

Carrying out the indicated differentiation and rearranging terms this becomes an
easily integrated form:

df I'{f 1 df /
In f dX }, In y dy - f dX In f

1

dg /
dX g (ElS)

In g + constant (E19)

or

Ifln y dy / g In f = constant = C.
1

(E20)

This last form is most revealing if cast in terms of the ratio of friction layer
thickness to total (friction plus inviscid) layer thickness

f/ (f + g) (E2l)

<li = (C - l/(g In f))/(C + 1 - (1 + 1..)/ln f).
g

(E22)

Because both f and g are large numbers relative to unity, equation (E22) provides
the e~tremely useful result, that <li may be considered to be constant. From equa
tion (E20) it is clear that C (and hence <li) is a small number. In fact, Sutton
(1953) cites data taken over flat terrain that indicate <li = 0.12. Brown (1974)
"splices" friction layer profiles to Ekman layer profiles and asserts that this
layer depth ratio should be of the order of 0.1. In numerical results presented
herein we have used <li = 0.12.

A further simplification obtains from this result and equation (Ell). Note
from (Ell) that the relationship between Wand U in the friction layer varies be
tween the limits

dZT
W = U dX at Z Z + Z (E23)T 0

and

(E24 )
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Because the "error" is so slight and the simplification is so great in the particle
trajectory equations, the further approximation is made that the streamlines follow
the terrain contour in the friction layer:

(E25)

From equations (E5), (E8), and (EIO) it is also clear that the friction layer
equations for V and W can be extended into the inviscid zone for a distance equal
to a large fraction of the friction layer height before significant error accumu
lates. This approximation is also invoked in deriving the firebrand traj ectories
in appendix F,

The variation of horizontal wind velocity with distance (V(X)) is plotted in
figure E-I for terrain described by a sinusoid:

The total terrain relief, 2a, is a parameter for these curves, The curves plotted
are given by equation (EIO) with

and zG equal to 6,000 ft above the average value of zT' This plot shows that for

a ridge-to-valley elevation change of 2,000 ft, the velocity at a constant height
above the terrain differs by about 40 percent between ridge and valley locations,
It is this variation of horizontal windspeed with horizontal distance that causes
the differences in potential spotting distances shown in the graphs in the text.

To facilitate transformation of windspeed measurements or forecasts (to estab
lish the midslope reference value of treetop height wind), the variation of hori
zontal windspeed with terrain elevation is graphed in the text.

Figure E-l. --Variation of horizontal wind
speed at constant height above terrain
for flow across ridge and valley. Mode l
results for sinusoid terrain profile and
uniform forest cover~ 100 ft (30 m) trees.
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APPENDIX F: FIREBRAND TRAJECTORIES

In this appendix we combine the model for the burning of wood cylinders (appen
dix C) and the model for the windspeed over rough terrain (appendix E) to calculate
the maximum possible travel distance of such particles. This is done in two steps.
First we compute the maximum spot fire distance over flat terrain, then we calculate
a correction factor for rough terrain.

Using the approximation that the particle everywhere has a relative velocity in
the vertical direction equal to its instantaneous terminal fall velocity (appendix
D) we can write the equations of motion for the burning firebrand as follows:

dX_
dt - U(X,z)

dz
dt = W(X,z) - vo(t).

Here we use the symbols

X horizontal distance
z vertical distance
t time (since start of firebrand fall)
U = horizontal windspeed
W vertical windspeed

v particle terminal fall velocity, a function of t.
o

(Fl)

(F2)

The fact that the relative velocity of the partiCle with respect to the wind
is everywhere equal to v allows us to obtain the time dependence of v directly.

o 0

From appendix C we have the model

(F3)

where

K 0.0064
Ps density of wood cylinder

D meml diameter of wood cylinder
Pa density of air

v relative velocity of cylinder and air (here equal to terminal velocity).
o

v
o

But since the terminal velocity is given by

(ngp n/2C
n

P ) 1/2
s a

where

g acceleration of gravity
CD drag coefficient {l. 2)

equation (F3) can be written in terms of v :
o
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p D
s

22CDP V /Tfga 0
(PS)

dvo
dt - -KTfg/4CD•

This leads immediately to a most useful result:

(F6)

(F7)

(F8)

In other words, the particle slows down its relative fall velocity linearly in time.
During the time it burns out, it moves a distance ~z relative to the air in which
it is borne along, where

and

1 [4CDVO (0)]
~z = - v (0)2 0 KTfg (F9)

(p D) = the initial value of (p D).
s 0 s

Because, according to the wind model derived in appendix E, streamlines near
the surface are parallel to the terrain surface, this "fall distance" is a constant
of the trajectory and is equal to the initial height of the particle if the par
ticle burns out on returning to the surface. This fact was used in appendix D to
identify those particles that have the greatest potential spot distance.

Using the shorthand notation

equation (F2) can be written

dz
dt = W(X,z) - vo(O) (1 - tIT).

Flat Terrain Spot Distance

(FlO)

(Fll)

Equations (Fl) and (Fll), with U given by a logarithmic function of z and W
equal to zero, describe the flight of a firebrand over flat terrain:

(F12)

(F13)
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The logarithmic profile does not accurately describe windspeed variation below
treetop height. Although such windspeed variations have been measured many times
(Baynton 1965; Bergen 1971; Fons 1940; Gisborne 1941; Leonard and Federer 1973;
Martin 1971; Marunicll 1975; Oliver 1971; Raynor 1971), no universal rule is appli
cable because of the many factors that can influence the wind field structure
within and below the crown layer. One approximation for the purpose at hand
would be to use a constant windspeed below treetop height. This would give a
maximum spot fire distance, but perhaps one unrealistically large. Another ap
proach would be to consider the crown layer as a mechanical obstacle to the flight
of a firebrand and set the windspeed to zero below treetop height. Such an appro
ximation would tend to give a lower bound ,to the spot fire distance. A compromise
that interpolates between these extremes is to extend the logarithmic profile below
treetop height all the way to zero velocity. This is the alternative used here.
The effect of this assumption is assessed later in this appendix.

Denoting treetop height by H and the horizontal windspeed at that height by
UH' equation (F12) can be written as

(F14)

The friction length, z , is set to 0.13l3H for the calculation of numerical results.
o

The treetop height, and hence z , is considered to be constant over the range of
. 0partlcle travel.

Equation (F13) can be integrated to give the particle height as a function
of time:

(Fl5)

Because we seek the maximwn spot fire distance, the particle should just be con
sumed at the time of contact with the ground, or

and so

z(t) = zeO) (1 - t/T)2.

(F16)

(F17)

Using this result in equation (F13) and dividing equation (F14) by the resulting
expression gives the equation for the particle's distance of travel (X) as a
function of its height (z):

dX (UH ) (Z (0) )1/2- = - -- -- In(z/z )/In(H/z ).dz v (0) zoo
o

(FlB)

This equation is readily integrated to give the maximum horizontal distance X*. When
normalized by the tree height the result is:

1/2
4UH (zoz(O)) ~/Z(0))1/2(! In(Z(O)) _ 1) + I}.

X*/H v (0) H In(H/z ) (. z 2 z
o 0 ~ 0 0
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Since

In(H/z )
o

-In(0.13~3) = 2.03, (F20)

this expression is very well approximated by the form

2U 1/2 1/2
X*/H ,;, v ~O) (z~O)) {(0.13l3)1/2 + I(Z~O)) In(Z~O))}.

o
(F2l)

If the integral on z had been terminated at H rather than at z (zero windspeed
o

below treetop height) the term /0.1313 would be missing from this expression.
And if the windspeed were set to a constant for z less than H, the term vO.13l3
would be replaced by unity. Figure F-l shows how the results would change, using
the constant windspeed (maximum range) assumption as a reference condition for
compari s on.

Using equation (F9) for v (0) in terms of z(O) (= ~z) and using numerical
o

values for the constants gives the equation plotted as a nomograph in the text:

(F22)

This result is more cogent than it may appear at first, since a multiplying factor
can extend the validity of the expression to uneven terrain.

Uneven TeY'Y'ain Spot Distance

TIle flight of a firebrand over uneven terrain is described by equations (Fl)
and (F16) when the wind field is related to the terrain surface. Using the wind
model described in appendix E and especially the approximation that the streamlines
parallel the terrain, we can write the equation for particle height as a function
of time:

(F23)

where zT(X) = terrain height at location X.

Because the particle travels horizontally at speed V) the height of the par
ticle above ground obeys the simple equation

(F24)

The simplification made possible by this result is enormous. Because the
horizontal windspeed is related to the height above the local terrain;12

dX _
dt - VeX) z) (F25)

1 2See appendix E for definition of symbols ~, zG' and vG.
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and since

Z - ( ) 2 ° 2zT = z(J) - ZT(X = 0) (l - tiT) = Z (1 - tIT) (F26)

equation (F23)
windspeed, Uw
are identical.
before. Using

is essentially the same as equation (Fl4). If the treetop height
is considered to be a function of horizontal position, the equations

The integral form for the maximum spot distance is obtained as
equation (F26) in (F24) and dividing (F25) by the result yields:

dX (VG/VO(O))ln(H/ZO)'(ZO/(Z - ZT))1/2 ln ((Z - zT)/zO)

- - (1 - 4» (zG - zT)ln(Hz G - zT)/zo)lnCHjzO)
(F27)

The integral of the function of (z - zT) on the right gives a function of initial

particle height above the ground (zO) and tree height that is identical to the
previous case. Hence we have:

1 - <j>

H
vGln Z

o

° 1/2 ° 1/2 a
v ~~)(~) {O.362 + t(~) In(~)}

o

(F28)

This formula should, of course, reduce to the flat terrain form simply by
setting zT equal to a constant. By choosing the constant value to be the spatial
average terrain height, denoted by zT' we derive the ratio formula for the maximum
spotting distance in the form:

In (4)
Z -

ZT)fX' 'G -

G
ZT Z

0 dX X*(flat terrain). (F29)
zG - 2.r In (4)

Z -
ZT)Ga Z

0

TIle right hand Slue of equation (F29) is the maximum spot fire distance over flat
terrain using the windSpeed (as a function of height) that obtains at the average
terrain height.

The integral in this equation can be simplified by considering only cases for
which

(F30)

for these cases, since

(F3l)

(F32)
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and so

X*(flat terrain). (F33)

The variation of terrain height relative to the average height can be repre
sented wit;l good generality by a sinusoid,

(F34)

m

2a

where

total elevation difference, ridge to valley

n + horizontal distance from ridge to valley

horizontal location of firebrand source
(Xl = 0 is midslope on windward side of ridge).

This form leads to a transcendental equation for the maximum horizontal distance:

(F35)

where

(F36)

Equation (F35) was solved for the ratio of maximum distances and plotted in the
text. The four cases presented in the text correspond to different values of mXl .
The values used are as follows;

Looation of firebrand soW'oe

n

-n/2

o
n

midslope on lee side of ridge

valley bottom

midslope on windward side of ridge

ridgetop

For the numerical results plotted in the text, the value of a was set to 0.2
and zG - zT to 6,000 ft. These values, along with ~ = 0.12 (see appendix E),

imply a roughness scale of z = 4.9 ft. The weak dependence of the resulting
o

ratio of maximum ranges on the parameter a implies that the numerical value of a
is not critical in this range of values. The location of the firebrand source
is very important, however.
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Figure F-l.--Effect of different
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dicted maximum spot fire
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Note that if the firebrand burning rate were different from the model used
here (i.e., if a different value of the burning rate regression parameter b of
appendix C were used) only the value of T would be changed. The scaling relation
ships would be preserved between flat terrain and uneven terrain results. The
impact of a change in the burning rate would be to change the numerical coeffi
cient K in equation (F9) and hence the value of the coefficient in equation (F22).
The number 21. 9 in the latter equation is inversely proportional to the square
root of the burning rate coefficient K, so results for spot fire distance should
be altered accordingly to reflect a different K value.
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